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Abstract. Enterprise knowledge graphs are increasingly adopted in
industrial settings to integrate heterogeneous systems and data land-
scapes. Manufacturing systems can benefit from knowledge graphs as
they contribute towards implementing visions of interconnected, decen-
tralized and flexible smart manufacturing systems. Process knowledge
is a key perspective which has so far attracted limited attention in this
context, despite its usefulness for capturing the context in which data
are generated. Such knowledge is commonly expressed in diagrammatic
languages and the resulting models can not readily be used in knowl-
edge graph construction. We propose BPMN2KG to address this prob-
lem. BPMN2KG is a transformation tool from BPMN2.0 process models
into knowledge graphs. Thereby BPMN2KG creates a frame for process-
centric data integration and analysis with this transformation. We moti-
vate and evaluate our transformation tool with a real-world industrial
use case focused on quality management in plastic injection molding
for the automotive sector. We use BPMN2KG for process-centric inte-
gration of dispersed production systems data that results in an inte-
grated knowledge graph that can be queried using SPARQL, a standard-
ized graph-pattern based query language. By means of several example
queries, we illustrate how this knowledge graph benefits data contextu-
alization and integrated analysis. In a broader context, we contribute
towards the vision of a process-centric enterprise Knowledge Graph
(KG). BPMN2KG is available at https://short.wu.ac.at/BPMN2KG,
and the sample queries and results at https://short.wu.ac.at/DEXA2022.
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Fig. 1. Motivation: Dispersed data and unknown dependencies across the automation
hierarchy (ERP, MES), data stores (DS), and production system components (I4.0
component).

1 Introduction

Relating domain and process knowledge to disparate and heterogeneous data
is a challenge in most enterprise settings, which is particularly pronounced in
the data-rich context of Cyber-physical Production Systems (CPPSs). Such sys-
tems currently drive a paradigm shift in manufacturing that is alluded to as
the fourth industrial revolution and associated with the term Industry 4.0 (I4.0)
[20]. This fundamental shift in industry is inherently driven by data [22] and
characterized by requirements for flexible, networked, and self-configurable pro-
cesses [32]. Consequently, data and process landscapes are expanding rapidly in
smart manufacturing, but they typically remain disparate and fragmented (i)
across information systems and data stores [15], (ii) between office and shop
floor environments, and (iii) across business functions. Figure 1 illustrates this
disconnect between various information systems across the automation hierar-
chy, data stores, and production system components. This disconnect raises the
following challenges,

C1 Integration across multiple organizational, functional, and temporal levels
of granularity,

C2 Contextualization of raw sensor data with higher-level operational informa-
tion and quality requirements, and

C3 Linking and aggregation of decisions and goals on the production and oper-
ational levels to higher-level business goals.

KGs – which are characterized by a flexible schema, decentralized archi-
tecture, and ability to support data and knowledge integration – provide a
promising foundation for such challenges. To integrate the fragmented process
and data landscape through KGs, however, it is necessary to consider the pro-
cess context. To address these challenges we therefore propose a combination
of (i) Business Process Modeling, which was proposed as a method to tackle
fragmentation challenges in manufacturing [1] and (ii) KG modeling based on
Semantic Web (SW) standards, which have recently shown promising results
in I4.0 applications [7,26,29]. We specifically propose BPMN2KG1 as a tool
1 BPMN2KG is available at https://short.wu.ac.at/BPMN2KG.

https://short.wu.ac.at/BPMN2KG
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to automatically transform business process models in Business Process Model
and Notation (BPMN) 2.0 [25] into a KG representation in RDF, based on and
extending an existing ontology for process representation [5]. The transforma-
tion tool currently supports 33 BPMN 2.0 elements, including the most used
ones according to [33].

Our motivation stems from multiple industrial applications within the H2020
Teaming.ai project2. The real-world scenario we selected to illustrate and vali-
date our approach in this paper focuses on quality management and optimization
of injection molding processes in the automotive industry. This use case illus-
trates how the proposed approach combines heterogeneous manufacturing data
and process landscapes by integrating domain-specific and semantic abstrac-
tion models. BPMN2KG contributes towards using untapped process knowledge
for integration initiatives using process graph modeling. It facilitates integrated
querying of manufacturing data and process knowledge with SW methods and
tools. This creates the ability to easily link data across sources and with manufac-
turing domain knowledge and provides a foundation for process-centric enterprise
KG construction in I4.0 and beyond.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 provides an intro-
duction to process knowledge representation and knowledge graphs; Sect. 3 intro-
duces the problem by means of a real-world quality management focused use case
in an industrial setting; Sect. 4 introduces BPMN2KG and covers requirements,
architecture, and implementation details; and Sect. 5 shows the results of the
questions raised by our quality management focused use-case. Section 6 details
related work. Finally, the paper concludes with remarks on BPMN2KG for our
use case in Sect. 7.

2 Background

Process knowledge representation in Industry 4.0. A business process is a
sequence of events, activities, and decision points that involve a number of actors
and objects and leads to an outcome that is of value to at least one customer. It
is typically represented in graphical models [19]. In recent years, BPMN 2.0 [25]
has become a de-facto standard for modeling business processes, and it has also
attracted increasing attention in the manufacturing domain [2,4]. It provides a
wide range of graphical syntax elements that allow to describe process aspects
in semantically well-defined terms, in various complexities, and for different use
cases. eXtensible Markup Language (XML) is commonly used as a data for-
mat for BPMN. Due to space constraints, we do not discuss individual BPMN
elements here; the full specification can be found in [25].

Knowledge Graphs. A KG is ”a graph of data intended to accumulate and convey
knowledge of the real world, whose nodes represent entities of interest and whose
edges represent relations between these entities.” [18]. Initially developed in the

2 http://teamingai-project.eu.

http://teamingai-project.eu
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Triple Specification

Graph Notation

Turtle representation

subject
IRI or blank node

predicate
IRI

object
IRI, literal, or blank node

teamingAI:Activity_10ruka0 bbo:ManualTask
rdfs:subClassOf

teamingAI:Activity_10ruka0 rdfs:subClassOf bbo:ManualTask ;
bbo:name "Set machine to auto mode" .

"Set machine to auto mode"
bbo:name

Fig. 2. RDF triple [13] (top) example in graph notation (middle) and turtle represen-
tation (bottom).

context of the Semantic Web (SW), KGs have today seen widespread adoption
in web technology companies such as Microsoft, Google, Facebook, IBM [24],
and Apple [23], where they provide an infrastructure to support services such as
search, recommendations, and automation. KGs rely on graph data models such
as labeled property graphs or directed edge-labelled graphs [18].

For modeling KGs, Resource Description Framework (RDF) [13] is a widely
used language recommended by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). KGs
in RDF are formed from triples, each of which consists of a subject, a predicate,
and an object. Figure 2 illustrates two triples in RDFs from our motivating use
case - the two triples belong to the first task of our mass production process.
The first triple encodes the statement “Activity 10ruka0 is a subclass of
bbo:ManualTask”, and the second “Activity 10ruka0 has the bbo name of
Set machine to auto mode”. In graph notation, IRIs and blank nodes are
represented with an ellipse and literals with a rectangle.

BPMN-based Ontology (BBO) [5] is an ontology to represent business processes
modeled in BPMN 2.0 in a KG. An ontology is necessary as it for example
allows us to sub-class it’s concepts, or use their properties. We see this in the
example above from Fig. 2, where we the define the thing that is identified by
the Universal Resource Identifier teamingAI:Activity 10ruka0 as a sub-class of
bbo:ManualTask, and use the property bbo:name to give the Universal Resource
Identifier (URI) a name. In addition to standard BPMN elements, BBO also
provides some non-standard elements, such as a description in which manufac-
turing facility the process should be executed. We will use BBO as a basis and
extend it with additional BPMN elements that are not covered in BBO.
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3 Industrial Use Case

Our research into process knowledge graphs is motivated by three real-world
industrial use cases in the context of the H2020 project Teaming.ai, which aims
to develop a Human-AI Teaming Platform for Maintaining and Evolving AI
Systems in Manufacturing. The machine-interpretable representation of process
knowledge is crucial both for data integration and the human-centered collabo-
ration of human and AI agents in I4.0 scenarios.

In this paper, we focus on a use case provided by a major supplier in the
automotive industry specializing in plastic injection moulding. The production
of plastic parts requires multiple processes, each defined in a separate process
model: (i) First, the production material – the plastic granules – is prepared,
which involves inspecting its quality. If quality is approved, the granules are
fed to the manufacturing machine, otherwise, the material supplier is informed.
(ii) Next, the manufacturing machine is configured by setting various machine
parameters. These settings are then tested by producing a trial part and inspect-
ing its quality. If the quality of the part is not satisfactory, the machine parame-
ters are further readjusted, and another trial part is produced. This is continued
until the quality meets the requirements. (iii) Finally, mass production starts
with the determined machine parameter settings.

These processes are linked directly and indirectly through shared objects
and data flows. They are also linked to other processes not considered in our use
case scenario, such as mold engineering and setup, logistics processes, inventory
handling, or order handling.

Figure 3 depicts the mass production process in BPMN 2.0. Figure 3a defines
the start of the mass production and Fig. 3b illustrates the production process
itself, together with the quality inspection of the produced part, as a sub-process.
This sub-process is repeated for each unit produced until a stopping event is
received or an error occurs.

The mass production process starts with the production of a part using an
injection molding machine. During this step, a wealth of machine log data are
generated and stored in a database. In our use case scenario, this log data will
be used to populate a KG. Next, the quality of the part is checked by means of
an automatic Visual Quality Inspections (VQIs) system. If this VQI system is
not confident about its result (determined by a confidence threshold), a human-
based manual inspection takes place. The result of both checks are again stored
in a database. The quality of the part then determines the next activity. If the
quality is ok, additional information about the part, e.g., part id, is persisted,
and the part is handed over to packaging. If the quality is not ok, the next
step depends on whether or not it is a recurring defect. In case of a recurring
defect, mass production stops and a reconfiguration of the machine parameters
is requested. For non-recurring defects, the part is scrapped and the next part
is produced.

To produce in high volume, the company uses several manufacturing
machines. Not all of these machines are of the same type, produce the same
quality, and do not have the same capabilities or parameters. Moreover, some
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Fig. 3. Mass production process of plastic parts industrial use case in BPMN 2.0.

production parts require unique treatments, for example a special finishing, and
for some parts, automated VQI is not feasible.

Thus, a wide range of specialized variants of the discussed processes are
used by the company, resulting in an extensive process landscape with many
different process models. In addition, the execution of these processes creates
vast amounts of data, including parameter and sensor data from the injec-
tion machines, energy and water sensor data, quality inspection data, and part
information for each part produced. These persisted data are used for differ-
ent purposes, for example in the design of new production process models and
products/molds, to optimize the production process by analyzing the quality
inspection results, or when performing the machine parameter setup.

A key challenge in this context is the fragmented nature of the data pro-
duced, which are not contextualized or linked to process knowledge. This makes
it difficult to answer common questions such as:

(Q1) Across process models, which activities store data in or consume data from
the various data stores?

(Q2) Which production processes include a quality control activity (of any
kind)?

(Q3) What are the observed defect rates per defect type, across all production
variants, for manual versus automatic visual quality inspection?
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(Q4) What are the machine log data for produced units that exhibit a particular
type of defect in manual or automated quality inspection?

Some of these questions require only information from a single data source,
whereas others require combined knowledge derived from data stored in multiple
systems and process models. The integrated querying capabilities across process
models, data sources, and domain knowledge enabled by the KG-based approach
is particularly beneficial in these latter cases.

4 BPMN2KG Tool

In the following, we summarize the requirements we elicited from our indus-
trial use cases (Sect. 4.1), outline the KG construction with BPMN2KG on a
schematic level (Sect. 4.2), and finally discuss implementation aspects (Sect. 4.3).

4.1 Requirements

Informed by the use case introduced in Sect. 3 as well as other use cases in
the manufacturing domain as part of the Teaming.ai project, we collected the
following set of requirements for business process model and KG integration in
several rounds of workshops with domain experts:

(R1) Flexible semantic data model and schema: Supporting integration
of process knowledge with domain knowledge and data requires a flexible
model that can express relations between resource, process, and data ele-
ments. The tool shall not extend existing process modeling tools to encode
explicit semantics into BPMN models, but rather impose semantics on the
schema level through KG construction, curation, and completion techniques.

(R2) Automated model transformation: BPMN2KG shall automatically
transform any valid BPMN model into a KG representation. All core as well as
the most widely used other BPMN elements shall be supported. We will base
the choice of these elements on studies such as [33], which found that only 20%
of BPMN syntax elements are regularly used in their sample. In particular,
the syntax elements to be supported are, in descending order of popularity,
task, sequence flow, start event, end event, gateway, parallel gateway, data-
based eXclusive OR (XOR) gateway, pool, and lane.

(R3) Rich process-oriented querying across functional areas, heterogeneous
data sources, model and instance data and the process hierarchy. This necessi-
tates both navigational queries, e.g., to express precedence patterns along the
sequence flows, and graph-pattern based queries, e.g., to search for specific
matches such as the use of particular data across administrative, support,
and production-level processes (cf. the motivating questions Q1-Q4).

(R4) Modularity and extensibility: Whereas the prototype shall support
basic transformation of the process structure of any valid BPMN 2.0 model,
it should be modular and extensible through custom mappings. Due to this
extensibility, the tool shall also be universally applicable beyond the manu-
facturing domain.
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4.2 Process Knowledge Graph Construction

BPMN2KG constructs a KG from BPMN models, transforming multiple isolated
models into a uniform representation that can be queried, linked to background
knowledge, and integrated with instance data in a single, integrated graph. We
call this KG a process knowledge graph, as it contains explicit process knowl-
edge. The tool thereby makes this knowledge accessible for other systems via
widely used standards. Figure 4 illustrates this concept by means of our mass
production process (top). The red and green rectangles relate the graphical ele-
ments to their XML (middle) representation and show how these elements –
after the transformation with BPMN2KG – are represented in RDF (bottom).
Let us consider the first task of the process (green rectangle), which is the man-
ual task “Set machine to auto mode” marked with a hand in the upper left
corner. This task is represented in XML with the bpmn:manualTask tag, and
has the two attributes id and name with values “Activity 1e93nvu” and “Set
machine to auto mode”. BPMN2KG transforms these two attributes into the
two triples (tai:Activity 1e93nvu rdfs:subClassOf bbo:ManualTask) and
(Activity 1e93nvu bbo:name “Set machine to auto mode”@en). We use
unit-tests to verify the correctness of such transformations.

To transform BPMN models into a knowledge graph representation, we use
RDF Mapping Language (RML) as a declarative mapping language. Declarative
software languages enable a higher level of abstraction – consider for example
the Structured Query Language (SQL), another declarative language, where we
define data structures without worrying about their physical realization, and
queries without worrying about their procedural execution. RML allows for a
similar abstraction for the relationship of heterogeneous data structures to RDF.
RML by definition is a “a generic mapping language, based on and extending”
the Relational data base to Resource description framework Mapping Language
(R2RML) standard [12]. R2RML is a W3C recommendation [14], but is spe-
cialized for ”relational databases to RDF datasets” [14]. To transform BPMN
into a KG representation, we use RML to define a relation from XML to RDF
for each XML element. RML uses XPath [10] to create logical sources that are
mapped to one or more RDF triples. For the mapping to BBO, this results in
23 rr:TriplesMap definitions3.

Supported BPMN Elements. A study that analyzed 120 BPMN diagrams found
that only 20% of BPMN syntax elements are regularly used in their sample [33].
These syntax elements are, in descending order of popularity, task, sequence
flow, start event, end event, gateway, parallel gateway, data-based XOR gateway,
pool, and lane. Based on this observation, we decided that the first version of
the tool has to support these syntactic elements. Unfortunately, BBO [5] does
not include classes for pools and lanes. For this reason, we extended BBO into
Business process model and notation Based Ontology Extension (BBOExt). In
addition to pools and lanes, this extension supports message flows, association,
3 https://short.wu.ac.at/BPMN2BBO, https://short.wu.ac.at/BPMN2BBOExt, and

https://short.wu.ac.at/BPMN2BBOExtANDBBO.

https://short.wu.ac.at/BPMN2BBO
https://short.wu.ac.at/BPMN2BBOExt
https://short.wu.ac.at/BPMN2BBOExtANDBBO
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....
<bpmn:process id="Process_1y9drs8" isExecutable="true">

<bpmn:startEvent id="StartEvent_1" name="Start mass production">
<bpmn:outgoing>Flow_0g2g94n</bpmn:outgoing>
<bpmn:messageEventDefinition id="MessageEventDefinition_1wg11d2" />

</bpmn:startEvent>
<bpmn:sequenceFlow id="Flow_1vqtsnx" sourceRef="Activity_1tpkjbl" targetRef="Event_1rsbkj5" />

    <bpmn:manualTask id="Activity_1e93nvu" name="Set machine to auto mode">
<bpmn:incoming>Flow_0g2g94n</bpmn:incoming>
<bpmn:outgoing>Flow_16kkdtp</bpmn:outgoing>

</bpmn:manualTask>
    ....

<bpmn:serviceTask id="Activity_1tpkjbl" name="Stop mass production">
<bpmn:incoming>Flow_17o6lp6</bpmn:incoming>
<bpmn:outgoing>Flow_1vqtsnx</bpmn:outgoing>

    <bpmn:sequenceFlow id="Flow_0g2g94n" sourceRef="StartEvent_1" targetRef="Activity_1e93nvu" />
    </bpmn:serviceTask>

<bpmn:endEvent id="Event_1rsbkj5">
<bpmn:incoming>Flow_1vqtsnx</bpmn:incoming>

</bpmn:endEvent>
</bpmn:process>

  ....

<https://www.teamingai-project.eu/kg/process/qualityInspection/Event_0tmf0k5>
rdfs:label "start event"@en;
rdfs:subClassOf bbo:StartEvent;
bbo:has_targetRef <https://www.teamingai-project.eu/kg/process/qualityInspection/Flow_11xjpil>;
bbo:name "Start mass production";
teamingAI:belongsToProcess <https://www.teamingai-project.eu/kg/process/qualityInspection/Process_1g7oqr4> .

<https://www.teamingai-project.eu/kg/process/qualityInspection/Flow_11xjpil>
rdfs:subClassOf bbo:sequenceFlow;
bbo:has_sourceRef <https://www.teamingai-project.eu/kg/process/qualityInspection/Event_0tmf0k5>;
bbo:has_targetRef <https://www.teamingai-project.eu/kg/process/qualityInspection/Activity_10ruka0>;
teamingAI:belongsToProcess <https://www.teamingai-project.eu/kg/process/qualityInspection/Process_1g7oqr4> .

<https://www.teamingai-project.eu/kg/process/qualityInspection/Activity_10ruka0>
rdfs:label "manual task"@en;
rdfs:subClassOf bbo:ManualTask;
bbo:name "Set machine to auto mode";
teamingAI:belongsToProcess <https://www.teamingai-project.eu/kg/process/qualityInspection/Process_1g7oqr4> .

....

<https://www.teamingai-project.eu/kg/process/qualityInspection/Activity_0vusblm>
rdfs:label "service task"@en;
rdfs:subClassOf bbo:ServiceTask;
bbo:name "Stop mass production";
teamingAI:belongsToProcess <https://www.teamingai-project.eu/kg/process/qualityInspection/Process_1g7oqr4> .

<https://www.teamingai-project.eu/kg/process/qualityInspection/Flow_0ehreyx>
rdfs:subClassOf bbo:sequenceFlow;
bbo:has_sourceRef <https://www.teamingai-project.eu/kg/process/qualityInspection/Activity_0vusblm>;
bbo:has_targetRef <https://www.teamingai-project.eu/kg/process/qualityInspection/Event_16s0ktx>;
teamingAI:belongsToProcess <https://www.teamingai-project.eu/kg/process/qualityInspection/Process_1g7oqr4> .

<https://www.teamingai-project.eu/kg/process/qualityInspection/Event_16s0ktx> rdfs:comment
rdfs:label "end event"@en;
rdfs:subClassOf bbo:EndEvent;
teamingAI:belongsToProcess <https://www.teamingai-project.eu/kg/process/qualityInspection/Process_1g7oqr4> .
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Fig. 4. Mapping example for excerpts of mass production process.

text annotation, data object, data object reference, data output association, data
input association, and data store reference.

4.3 Implementation

Command Line Tool. Business Process Model and Notation to Knowledge
Graph (BPMN2KG) (See footnote 1) is implemented as a command line tool
in Python4 with five arguments, two of them are required: --bpmn-input

4 https://www.python.org/.

https://git.ai.wu.ac.at/teaming-ai/business-process-management-to-knowledge-graph
https://git.ai.wu.ac.at/teaming-ai/business-process-management-to-knowledge-graph
https://www.python.org/
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(the BPMN file or a directory) and --kg-output (the RDF file that the KG
should be saved to or a directory where files should be saved to) that point
BPMN2KG to the two files needed for the transformation. The other three
arguments let the user choose the ontology (--ontology), the subject’s URI
template (--uri-template), and the serialization format of the output file
(--serialization-format).

Benefits. The software layer on top of the RML adds a number of convenient
features. First, the user can specify a folder instead of only a single file at a
time for the transformation. Second, the URI templates need to be set only
once and do not need to be manually exchanged each time. Third, it allows
the user to easily change the target ontology. And finally, it encapsulates the
complexity of RML into simple command line calls. As an engine for the RML
transformations, we decided to use RMLMapper5 as it offers a command line as
well as a library interface which enables us to change to a different architecture
in the future without changing the technology behind the transformation. We
can for example change from Python to Java without replacing the engine. And
finally, BPMN2KG can be integrated with any BPMN2.0 (which we follow)
compliant software.

5 Application Scenarios

In this section, we focus on the use case introduced in Sect. 3, which tackles qual-
ity management and analytic challenges in plastic injection moulding. Specifi-
cally, we transform the graphical knowledge on the processes involved in pro-
duction setup, execution, and quality control – which are captured in several
BPMN models – into a KG representation. We enrich the KG with information
about the manufacturing machines used by the various process activities and
the involved resources and validate the capability to contextualize data in a KG
with the transformed process knowledge.

Next, we illustrate how the resulting KG supports sensor data contextualiza-
tion and analysis in quality management - addressing the previously identified
requirements in Sect. 4.1 via the examples queries introduced in Sect. 3. See
Appendix A for the queries pertaining (Q1) to (Q3), their results, and the link
to all queries - including (Q4) and the full syntax.

(Q1) Data Flow Analysis. A common challenge in complex production systems
– as well as information systems more generally – is the proliferation of hetero-
geneous systems and dispersed data stores. The lack of a (at least high-level)
overview of data flows makes it difficult to trace data provenance as well as
to understand the complex interdependencies that exist between various pro-
cess activities, systems, and data stores. Modeling data flows in BPMN using

5 RMLMapper: https://github.com/RMLio/rmlmapper-java with commit 54bf875.

https://github.com/RMLio/rmlmapper-java
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data store and data association elements is helpful to document such relation-
ships, but the resulting process models can not be readily queried and connec-
tions across process models are not visible. The integrated KG produced by
BPMN2KG can help to untangle data flows and dependencies in large process
landscape.

Specifically, example query (Q1) illustrates how the KG can support inte-
grated querying of data flows from and to data stores. The query retrieves all
data associations between activities and data stores (cf. Fig. 5) and indicates the
direction of the flow. The result shows, for instance, that the activity “Check
if it is a reappearing defect” consumes data from the data store “Manual qual-
ity checking result”, while the activity “Check quality manually” writes to it.
The graph-based structure also provides a foundation for more complex object-
centric analyses of data flows across process models and highlights how the KG
can contribute towards mapping the process and data landscapes.

(Q2) Cross-Model Activity Querying. Process knowledge becomes even more use-
ful once the model elements are associated with semantic concepts. For instance,
abstraction hierarchies across activities allow for efficient querying. In our use
case, for instance, automated and manual quality inspection activities are all
subclasses of tai:QualityManagementActivity. Therefore, it is possible to use the
domain knowledge captured in the activity model in the queries. (Q2) selects all
activities that are sub classes of tai:QualityManagementActivity and return their
IDs, the name of the activity, and the ids of their respective processes (cf. ??).
The result shows four activities related to quality management in three different
processes.

(Q3) Comparing Detection Rates of Manual and Automated Quality Inspection.
Beyond interlinking process models and associating them with domain knowl-
edge, the process KG can also link process models to instance data such as quality
inspection results. In our use case, which focuses on quality management, this
can be used to investigate observed defects by defect type, for different types of
quality inspection activities, and across process variants. The query in ??, for
example, aggregates the observed cases for different defect types across processes
and groups them by task type and defect type. Note here how we use BPMN2KG
to contextualize quality management data with respect to process knowledge.
(Q4) Retrieving Machine Log Data for Defects. As a final illustrative application
scenario, the process KG references instance-level machine log data and makes it
available for process-oriented querying6. This makes it possible to contextualize
and retrieve sensor readings when diagnosing quality issues. For instance, the
SPARQL query and result for (Q4) retrieves the machine log data for produced
units with a particular type of defect in manual or automated quality inspection.
The query in particular retrieves all defect parts with their product ID, product
name, part ID, and stroke measurements for cushion, plasticisation, and transfer.

6 You can find the query (Q4) at https://short.wu.ac.at/DEXA2022-Q4.

https://short.wu.ac.at/DEXA2022-Q4
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6 Related Work

Various KG applications within business process management have been devel-
oped in the literature, including KGs as a means to support process modeling
[11], process model querying [27], and event log generation [8]. In this paper, we
present a transformation tool for process models into a KG representation, with
a focus on the integration with raw data and domain knowledge.

Reference [9] proposes a modeling language that combines process and
domain knowledge. The approach set up a hybrid knowledge base derived from
diagrammatic models, semantically lifted legacy data and open geospatial data.
The specification is done manually. The proposed vision is similar to BPMN2KG,
as it also aims to create an integrated semantic data fabric for process model
contents and contextual data. However, the focus is not on any particular busi-
ness process modeling language and the authors do not provide a mechanism
to transform these models into a KG representation. They instead propose to
integrate the semantic model into a customised BPMN front end.

Motivated by cost reduction through the reuse of data from legacy systems,
[21] propose an approach for the transformation of BPMN models into OWL2
ontologies. Similar to [5], this work does not provide automatic integration of
process and domain knowledge in a single representation.

In a similar domain as the one tackled in this paper, [30] models industrial
business processes for querying and retrieval using OWL and SWRL. This also
results in a semantic representation of business process models; key differences
are the more limited set of transformed BPMN elements (they do not include
data sources) and the use of OWL as a representation formalism. Furthermore,
the paper does not address the integration of production systems data.

Reference [28] aimed to semantically annotate process models at design time.
This is accomplished in a four step process. Similarly to our work, they also
map, for example, an activity in a process model to an entity in a KG. How-
ever, this approach is based on Event-driven Process Chains (EPCs) [31] rather
than BPMN. Another major difference is the execution of the four-step pro-
cess at design-time. Our approach does not focus on assistance during modeling,
but transforms models for integration and contextualization at execution time.
Hence, their work is complementary to ours.

Similar to our work, [16] construct a KG for CPPS. They focus on KG
construction from multiple design perspectives to achieve integration among
these. However, this introduces uncertainty as different design perspectives might
model the same construct differently, or leave it out completely. This is different
to our work since we have no uncertainty as we have one perspective, the process
perspective. Their work is hence complementary to ours.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we introduce BPMN2KG to integrate process knowledge, domain
knowledge, and dispersed data into a KG representation. We motivate the need
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for the approach by challenges that arise in the context of an I4.0 use case –
which requires flexible processes, has a large process variety, and has to cope with
increased “datafication” of the shop floor. BPMN2KG eases (i) the integration
across multiple views and granularity levels using data stores (C1), (ii) the
contextualization by adding process context to data (C2), and (iii) the linking
and aggregation of production and operational levels (C3) - which we illustrate
by the example of a plastic injection molding and quality management use case.

Our automatic transformation can further replace a manual semantic anno-
tation of process models, which is generally not feasible in the face of large
process landscapes [11]. Additionally, we provide the means to answer complex
questions that require the combined knowledge of lower-level shop floor data and
higher-level process information. Our work also contributes towards the vision of
a process-centric, or at least a process knowledge informed enterprise KG. This
is linked to the concept of layered KGs for CPPS presented in [6], where a KG
has different domain views (for example process engineering and quality control)
and layers based on Reference Architectural Model Industrie 4.0 (RAMI 4.0),
which are decoupled I4.0 layers. And finally, as a minor contribution, we open
source the RML rules which map BPMN models to the ontologies in our public
repository, which means they can be used freely by anyone.

In future work, we plan to build upon and extend the current transformation
tool. First, in the present paper we assume that the process logs and the machine
logs are available in triple format. For the former, we are indeed already working
on an accompanying transformation tool for XES7. This software tool will be
used alongside BPMN2KG in a software system called Teaming.AI [17]. Beyond,
we evaluate the usefulness of other target process ontologies, such as BPMN [3],
and an extension that allows for a transformation from the KG to a BPMN XML
model.

Acknowledgement. This work has also received funding from the Teaming.AI
project in the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation program under
grant agreement No 95740.

A SPARQL Queries and Results

Due to space constraints, we deleted all prefix statements in the following queries
and completely exclude (Q2), (Q3), and (Q4) – you can find all queries with
the full syntax and the results at https://short.wu.ac.at/DEXA2022.

7 https://git.ai.wu.ac.at/teaming-ai/extensible-event-stream-to-knowledge-graph.
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Fig. 5. SPARQL query and result for (Q1) showing data flows between activities and
data stores.
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